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I. INTRODUCTION 
If K is a field of characteristic p 4 0, and F is 
a field extension of K, an element a 6 F is called purely 
inseparable over K if for some non-negative integer 
pt 
t = t(a) we have a Ç K. F is called a purely insepara­
ble extension of K if every a € F is purely inseparable 
over K. Elements which are both separable and purely 
inseparable over K are in K already. An introduction 
to the theory of inseparable fields can be found in [1]. 
In this thesis we shall show that the structure of the 
field composite LP of a purely inseparable field extension 
L of bounded exponent e [Def. 2.1] and an arbitrary field 
extension P of a given subfield K of characteristic 
p 4= 0 shares basic properties with the finite degree case. 
The symbols L/K and P/K will be used frequently to 
denote these extensions. 
Considered as an algebra over P^ the field composite 
LP is unique up to isomorphism. We shall denote by N 
the kernel of the natural map cp : L P -* LP which is a 
P-epimorphism (1 ® P -• p). It is easily verified that N 
is a nil ideal and the only maximal ideal of L P. 
The study of field extensions can be made in terms of 
sets of generators; more specifically, in terms of minimal 
generating sets [Def. 2.5l* All minimal generating sets 
2 
for L/K have the same cardinality because they are 
relative p-bases [Def. 2.4 and Prop. 2.1], and the latter 
have unique cardinality by general dependence theory. Such 
cardinality will be called the "Relative Imperfection 
Degree" of L/K and denoted by "Imp L". L/K is called 
a finite degree extension if it has a minimal generating 
set of cardinality m < oo, and in this case m is also 
referred to as the "multiplicity" of L/K. Among the 
elementary properties of the extension L/K which transfer 
to the composite Lp/p are those of finiteness of degree, 
pure inseparability, and boundedness of exponent. 
In the case when L/K is a finite degree extension the 
structure of LP/p was investigated by Pickert [5]« The 
starting point in that investigation is his Satz 25 which 
we shall state presently. First, we note that Pickert used 
a particular generation of L/K which may be stated as 
follows : Let B be a minimal generating set with cardi­
nality m < 00, Then the elements of B can be labeled 
that for i = 1, 2 , . . . , m 
q. q. q. e. 
(i) b^ € K(b^ ,...,b^_^), q^ = p , e^ > o 
2i 
(ii) bP t K(b^, . . .,b^_^) 
(iii) e^ > e^ > ••• > e„. 
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When L/K is a finite degree extension, a minimal gener­
ating set B which satisfies conditions (i), (ii), and 
(iii) above is called a canonical generating system. 
Pickert's crucial result regarding the generation of the 
composite LP/P, viz Satz 23, may now be stated as follows: 
If L = K(a,,...,a ) where B = [a,,...,a } is a canonical 
^ I m '• i m 
generating system for L/K, then for some m' < m, 
LP = P(a-,, . . ., a ,) and the set fa,,..., a ,j is a 
^ 1 ' m ^ 1 m 
canonical generating system for LP/P. 
Since the present paper will investigate the composite 
LP/P when L/K is an extension of bounded exponent, we 
adopt the definition of canonical generating systems used 
by Mordeson and Vinograde [2] and prove two critical 
generalizations of the finite degree techniques: (l) of 
Satz 23, and (2) of the generation of the radical N of 
L OX P. 
Regarding (l), an imperfect start was included in [5]. 
Here the correct necessary result and proof are given in 
Theorem 2.1. Regarding (2), the basic device is to embed 
any finite subset of canonical generators of L [Def. 2.6] 
into a finite degree intermediate field, maintaining the 
identical numerical invariants associated with the starting 
set and with any added generators (see Theorem J>.1 -
Cnnfrarfinn TheorAm). By means of these results it is 
possible to extend many of the composite theorems from the 
4 
finite degree case to the bounded exponent case, which we 
proceed to demonstrate in later chapters. 
In Chapter IV we introduce some reduction lemmas. 
These enable us avail ourselves of known finite degree 
techniques. Natural P-submodules of the radical N of 
L P designated and N. for each positive integer 
i [see definition in Chapter V] satisfy c for all 
i, and when equality holds for two consecutive integers 
then there are important consequences for several special 
cases such as when L ^  P. 
In the case when L 3 p, p is also a purely insepa­
rable extension of K. Hence we can interchange the roles 
of L and P and make use of the isomorphism 
L P ^ P L. It is shown then that for all i 
and hence some of the results derived in Chapter V become 
applicable. This technique can be used to derive some 
applications of the composite theorems when L 2 P 2 
These applications are discussed in Chapter VI. 
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II. THE GENERATION OF THE CCMPOSITE LP/P 
A. Preliminaries 
If j is any non-negative integer, we shall denote 
by the set {a^ la € L]. Since L is purely insepa­
rable over K, for any a Ç L there exists a non-negative 
integer t such that a^ G K. The smallest non-negative 
integer y for which this happens is called the exponent 
of a over K. 
Definition 2.1: Extension of bounded exponent. The exten­
sion L/K is called an extension of bounded exponent (or 
finite exponent) if there exists a non-negative integer j 
pi 
such that ç K. The smallest non-negative integer e 
for which this happens is called the exponent of L/K. 
Definition 2.2: p-independence. A subset G of L is 
called p-independent (in L) if for all x € G, x ( L^(G-X) 
where G-x denotes the set theoretic difference G - [x]. 
Definition 2.3: Relative p-independence. A subset X of 
L is called relatively p-independent in L/K if for every 
X e X, X f K(LP)(X- X) . 
Definition 2.4: Relative p-base. A relative p-base for 
L/K is a subset X of L which is relatively p-independent 
in L/K and such that L = K(L^) (x) . 
Definition 2.5: Minimal generating set. A subset of 
L is called a minimal generating set (m.g.s.) for L/K if 
L = K(M^) and for all m € m t K(M^ - m). 
The following propositions hold for the extension L/K 
of bounded exponent. 
Proposition 2.1: c L is a relative p-base for L/K if 
and only if is an m.g.s. for L/K [41. 
Proposition 2.2: Every subset of L which is relatively 
p-independent in L/K can be extended to a relative p-base 
and hence to an m.g.s. for L/K. 
In order to define canonical generating systems of 
L/K we need the following proposition which is given in 
[2] as Theorem 1. 
Proposition 2.3: If there exist subsets in L such 
that 2 and M? is a minimal generating set for 
i 
K(L^ ) over K, i = 0,1,..., then the subsets 
defined by the set-theoretic difference B. = M. , - M., 
1 1-1 
i = 1,2,..., satisfy: 
00 
(a) U B. = M and, for i = 1,2, , 
i=l ^ ° 
(1) Ç ), 
7 
(2) For all ç and b € - Bj, b has 
exponent i over K(B|,B^^^,...)• 
(b) U B? is p-independent in K(L^ ), i = 1,2,... 
j=i ^ 
(c) The cardinalities of B^ and of 
i = 1,2,... are invariants of the extension. 
Definition 2.6; If B^jB^,... are subsets of L which 
satisfy the conditions in (a) of Proposition 2.3, then 
[B^jBg,...] is called a semi-canonical generating system 
for L/K. If we delete the empty B^'s and relabel the 
non-empty ones B^^^,B^2); then {B^^^,B^2) ••••} 
is called a canonical generating system for L/K, the 
elements of UB^^^ are called canonical generators, and 
L/K is said to be canonically generated. 
Proposition 2.^; The extension L/K of bounded exponent 
e is canonically generated [2]. 
Definition 2.7: Canonical Chain. If L/K has minimal 
generating set M^, then the chain £ • • • — 
guaranteed by Proposition 2.4 is called a canonical chain 
for L/K. 
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B. The Composite Generation Theorem 
Our task in this section is to generalize Satz 23 to 
the bounded exponent case. Such a generalization is given 
in the following theorem which is stated for L/K and 
LP/P with positive exponents e and e' respectively. 
The case when one or both of these exponents are zero is 
easily verified. 
Theorem 2.1: The Composite Generation Theorem. Let L/K 
have bounded exponent e > 0, P/K be arbitrary, and 
e '  > 0  d e n o t e  t h e  e x p o n e n t  o f  L P / P .  T h e n  t h e r e  e x i s t  
chains M  =  M  C  M  , C . . . C M  and 
^ e — e— 1 — ~ o 
cp =  M ' , c M ' , , c . . . c M '  i n  L  s u c h  t h a t  
^ e — e —1 — — o 
(a) is a minimal generating set for K(L^ )/K 
pi 
and is a minimal generating set for 
P(L^^)/P i = 0,...,e-l, i = 0,...,e'-l. 
(b) For each j(0 < j < e'-l), there exists at least 
one j' > j(0 < j' < e-l) such that 
c m :  C M . . .  
Proof : Consider the proposition A(s): the integer s 
(1 < s < e) determines at least one integer s* 
(1 < s* < e') and chains M_ ^ ç .... ç M_ 
c .... c satisfying (a), and such that 
(l) M., , cM'. CM., for at least one j ' > j 
^ ] +1 - ] - ] -
and (2) either (i) M', „ = M' or (ii) s* < e' and \ / \ ' e -s* o \ 
e '-(s*+l) 
is relatively p-independent in 
PIL^ 
e'-(s*+l) 
We show first that A(e) is the case Theorem 2.1. 
e'—(e*+l) 
A(e) implies by (2) that or is 
e'-(e*+l) 
relatively p-independent in Pi P. Claim that 
e'-(e*+l) 
in 2 (ii) is relatively p-independent in 
e'-(e*+l)v e'-(e*+t) 
P(L^ j P implies is relatively 
/ pe'-(e*+t). 
p-independent in P(L^ jP (l<t<e'-e*). 
Suppose not, then there exists m^ € such that 
e'-(e*+t) / e'-(e*+t-l)v , e'-(e*+t) e'-(e*+t)\ 
^ ) 
and by raising to p^ ^ powers we have 
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e'-(e*+l) t-1, e'-e*x, e'-(e*+l) e'-(e*+l)\ 
mP € pP (lP )(MP - ) 
( e'-(e*+l) e'-(e*+l) 
Ç P(LP XMP - MG 
which contradicts the relative p-independence of 
e'-(e*+l) / e'-(e*+l) 
mP in P P. We also have 
e'-(e*+t)x , , e'-(e*+t) 
PIMP ) . P(K(MP 
where the last equality follows from the fact that 
i 
0 < e' - (e*+t) _< e - 1 and M? is already an m.g.s for 
) K for 0 < i < e - 1 as guaranteed by A(e). We 
e'-(e*+t) 
now have that for l<t<e'-e* is a 
— — o 
e'-(e*+t)\| 
relative p-base for P(L^ ) P and by Proposition 2.1 
M ,P 
e'-(e*+t) f e'-(e*+t). 
is an m.q.s. for P(L^ ) P. So for 
1 < t < e' - e* we choose M',/ \ = M . If we have the 
— — e-(e*+tj o 
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case 2 (i) then the matter is already settled. Hence A(e) 
implies Theorem 2.1. 
We now prove the proposition A(s) by induction on 
s. 
A(l): Let = ll |l c L, is relatively p-inde-
^ ' 1 L a a — a 
/ 1\ G'—1 
pendent in K(^L^ j and is relatively p-
e'-l, 
independent in )j-
! e—1\ / e'~l\ 
Since K(L^ j 4= K and pfj 4= P there exist 
e-1 e'-1 
a^^ag € L such that a^ f K and a^ t P. If 
a^ ^ P then {a^} € so that 4= <t>. Similarly 
e—1 e'—1 
for the assumption t K. Otherwise a^ € P and 
e—1 e—1 
a^ € K. In this case (a^+a^)^ t K and 
and 
e' -1 /2) 
(a^+a^)^ Î P. Consequently {a^+a^} € 
and 4= $. Clearly S^^^ is inductive. Hence there 
exists a non-empty maximal set in S^^^, say I^. Suppose 
e—1 / e—1\ j 
It is net s relative p-base for Kl if 11K and also 
1 \ / I 
12 
is not a relative p-base for jjp. Then 
there exist a, c € L such that 
and 
If also, 
aP"-S P(.p")(xf ") 
then U {a} € contradicting the maximality of 
similarly for the assumption 
Consequently {a+c} U contradicting the maxi-
mality of Therefore either can be chosen as an 
M , or I, cannot be chosen as an M ,. If I, cannot 
e-1 1 e-i 1 
be chosen as an M , then I-, is an M' , , = ... = M' , , 
e-i i e -1 e -Jc 
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for some maximal k, 1 < k < e'. If k = e' we may con­
clude the proof by constructing a canonical chain for L/K 
with I, c M T using Proposition 2.2. 1 — e-i 
If k < e' consider = jl^ll^ ç L, — ^ e'-l' 
e-1 / e-lv 
I^ is relatively p-independent in j 
e'-(k+l) 
I^ is relatively p-independent in 
K and 
e'-(k+l)»[ . /p] 
P ( j  P j .  h a s  a  m a x i m a l  e l e m e n t  I ^ .  I f  
e—1 / e—1\ 
Ig is not a relative p-base for j K and also 
e'-(k+l) / e'-(k+l}. 
Ig is not a relative p-base for P^L^ j P, 
then we obtain a contradiction as we did for I^. Hence 
either I„ can be chosen as an M , or it cannot be 2 e-i 
chosen as an but as an In the second 
case we define in the usual manner, and proceed until 
an is attained, where as if at any stage we attain 
before ^ the proof is concluded by constructing a 
canonical chain for L/K with M' c M 
' o — e—X 
Now assume A(S) and consider A(s+l). If M can \ / \ / e-s 
be chosen as an then A(S+1) is already proved. 
If M is not an M , , then suppose 
e-s e-(s+lj 
Mg'-s* = = M:'_(s*+4) ^ maximal (0 < 4 < e'-s*). 
l4 
If s*T- ^  = e' then is already achieved. Hence we 
may extend ^ to an using Proposition 2.2 
which proves A(s+l). Otherwise consider the collection 
( 1 )  .  
= {Zfl Ir Z L. 2 if is relative-
"(s+l) 
( pe-(s+l). 
ly p-inde p e n d e n t  i n  K t 1  K and 
e'-(s*+X+l) 
I^ is relatively p-independent 
i n  p ( y ' I  p } .  
A maximal element of is either an M , .\ or an 
s+l e-(s+lj 
M é'-(s*+ji+l) Proceeding as in the proof of A(l), we 
obtain and M; ç . Now for each 
j(e' - (s+l) j< j < e' - 1) is relatively p-independent 
in P^L^ ^ =* is relatively p-independent in ^. 
p] 
Hence Ml c M. . Let j' be maximal such that M. is ] - ] ] 
j ' 
relatively p-independent in ^. Then we must have by 
virtue of the construction and the maximality of j' 
Ç Mj Ç Mj, and j' > j which completes the proof. 
It is obvious that minimal generating sets are not 
unique and hence semi-canonical generating systems and 
15 
canonical chains are not unique. Consequently if 
M T c ... c M and M', , c ... c M' are canonical chains 
e - 1  —  —  o  e - 1  —  —  o  
for L/K and LP/P respectively which satisfy Theorem 2.1 
then we do not expect that M , c . . . c M and 
e-1 — — o 
M^, ^ Ç ... c will together satisfy the theorem where 
Ç ... Ç is any other canonical chain for L/K 
different from the original one. We shall call two 
canonical chains, one for L/K, and one for LP/P, com­
patible if they together satisfy Theorem 2.1. The semi-
canonical generating systems corresponding to them are also 
called compatible. 
16 
III. THE GENERATION OF THE RADICAL N OF L 8% ^  
A. The Contraction Theorem 
In the last chapter we generalized Satz 23 to the 
bounded exponent case. In this chapter we shall demonstrate 
a special generation of the radical N of L 0^. P as the 
second technique which we promised to extend from the finite 
degree case to the bounded exponent case. For this purpose 
we need the "Contraction Theorem", which is our purpose in 
this section. This theorem enables us to utilize the 
finite degree results established by Pickert [3] by a device 
which allows us to restrict certain arguments concerning the 
bounded exponent L/K to a finite degree intermediate 
subfield L*/K. 
Theorem 3.1: Contraction Theorem. Let L/K be of bounded 
exponent e and P/K be arbitrary. Let and be 
minimal generating sets for L/K and LP/P, respectively, 
corresponding to compatible chains 5 ••• 5 and 
M', , c ... CM'. If U is any finite subset of M , 
e -1 — — o o ^  o '  
then there exists a finite subset B* of M such that 
o 
Ç B*, L* = K(B*) and L*P = P(B* fl M^) are canonically 
generated by B* and B* H respectively and such that 
the elements of B* and B* fl have exactly the same 
17 
minimal polynomial structures they have in L and LP 
Proof: For each k (l<k_<e-l) we have 
e 
U 
k+1 
"K = B. 
and for each r (1 < r < e'-l) 
M' = U B-
r+1 ^ 
By Theorem 2.1, there exists for each j (2 _< j _< e ' ) an 
integer ij > j which is maximal with respect to the 
property M. . c M! , c M. , . 
^ 1] — ]-l — j~ 
Define V, = U . There exists a finite set c M, 1 o d — ± 
such that (V^ n B^yP ç K(Dg). Define U D^; for 
all k (1 < k < ig) Vj^ is defined by recursion: 
U D^ where ç is a finite set such that 
k-1 , k-lv 
(\-i " «k-i)"  ^ ) 
Let t be maximal such that ig = i^ = ... = i^. 
18 
'I ' " '2 
for a finite set Ç M£ such that 
(Vi n B')P Ç P(D'P) 
V? = V? U D' for a finite D' c M' such that 
ig ^2 3 5-2 
(vf^  n B^ )P^ Ç p(d^ P^) 
U D' for a finite D' c M' , such that 
ig ig 
.t-1 , _t-l> 
'I Bt-l)* S ). 
There exists a finite set D. , ç M. such that 
^t ^t 
{"l " s Kiji)-
Define V. ,=V. U D. ,, and for i. + 2 < m < i^-hl t — — it+ll' t t t " 
19 
V = V T u D for a finite D c M , such that 
m m-1 m m — m-1 
m-l / m-lv 
There exists a finite D ' -, c M ' such that 
t+1 — t 
Then V • — V. U D. , -,, and if i /, ^ \ — • • • — i 
^(t+1) ^(t+1) ® 
for a maximal s we define vf in the usual manner 
i(t+l) 
for all r (t+1 < r < s) with ^^^-+1) ~ ^r* 
V. , = V? U D. , where D. , cM. is finite such that 
s is+1 is+1 - ^s 
^s , _^s 
(vj n B. )P ck(dP^J. 
In general, for 1 < r < e, if r is not an 
i^+1, U Dj. where is some finite set con­
tained in M , such that 
x — i  
r-i , r-i> 
20 
If r is an i^+ 1 for some k, 
where A is the maximal integer such that i^ = i^ and 
D. , c M. is some finite set such that 
Then the required set B* = V . If b € B* - M' c - M' 
^ e o — o o 
then b has canonical exponent 0 in LP and canonical 
exponent 0 in P(B*) . Therefore P(B*) = P(B* fl M^) = L*P 
where L* = K(B*). 
e e 
B* = U (B* n B.) = U B*. where B* = B* n B. 
j=l ] i=l ] ^ ^ 
e ' e ' 
B* n M' = B*' = U (B* n B:) = u B*' where B*' = B* n B. 
° j=l ] i=l ] ] ^ 
It remains to show that the elements of B* and the 
elements of B*' have the same minimal polynomial structures 
in L*/K and L*P/P as they nave in L/K and LP/P. LeL 
21 
a G = B* n Bj Ç Bj. By Proposition 2.3 
and m (a)/K(f^ ) is of the form 
^ D 
xP^h(aP^...,aP^) 
for some elements d^,...,d^ € where m^(aj/K(M? ) 
denotes the minimal polynomial of a over K(M? ). Now 
e 
M* = U B* c M. 
: j+A - ] 
and we want to show that 
n»x(a)/K(M^  ) = - h(dP ,...,dP ) 
also. Suppose 
22 
where 
If t < j we have a contradiction regarding the minimality 
of m (a)/K(M? ). Therefore t > j. But t > j is impossi-
ble because ç for a finite 
Ç Mj n B* = so that is already in ^. 
Therefore t = j, and hence the two polynomials 
and 
- h*(a^, .. .,a^j 
are equal. A similar argument shows that if 
are defined then for any a' € Bf' 
and M*' 
3 
23a 
) = m^(a')/P(M^P ). 
Q.E.D. 
It is now easily verified that , and {Bt']® ] ]=1 ] ]=1 
are semi-canonical generating systems for L*/K and L*P/P 
respectively. We shall some times refer to the set B* 
vAiich extends the finite set U in the sense of Theorem 
o 
J>.1 as a finite canonical extension of u^. 
B. The Basis of the Radical N 
In this section we want to create a basis for N as 
a vector space over P. For this purpose we shall identify 
P in L P with 1 ® P. Let B^, ...,B^ and 
U ... U B^, be compatible semi-canonical generating 
systems for L/K and LP/P. For each i ( i = 1, ...,e) 
denote by C. the set B. 8 1 c L P as a convenient 1 1 — K 
counterimage under the natural map cp. Similarly for each 
j (i = 1, ...,e') denote by C^ the set B^ ® 1 ÇL 8^. P. 
If b is any element of M we denote the element 
o 
b (8i 1 € L ® P by c. We have shown in Proposition 2-3 
that 
2Jb 
B? Ç k(bP^^, tl<i<e-l). 
1 
For i = e B? is already in K. If b is an element 1 a 
of the set we shall denote by q(b^) the integer 
above. Similarly if b^ 6 in the semi-canon­
ical generating system for LP/P we shall denote by 
q'(bp) the integer p^ for which 
The way in which LP is generated over P suggests a 
natural residue system for L P modulo namely the 
set P^ defined by 
S 11 
a 
a 
a 
24 
where cpfc ) = b Ç M' and q'fc ) = q'(b ). Then P is 
a a o ^ \ a ^ a C 
an additive residue system for L ® P/N, and P maps i\ L, 
one-to-one under cp onto LP. 
Let us index the elements of by a set I whose 
elements will be well ordered later. Thus we write 
M = (b 1 a € l). We have created sets B,, 
o  ^ a 1 e 
B t.....B. from Theorem 2.1. We also introduce B' by 1' ' e o 
the Definition B' = M -M'. 
o o o 
We first order the set of "cells" 
{B^ n Bj I i = 1,...,e, j = 1,...,e'] by the definition: 
Bi n Bj < B^ n B^ if (i,j) precedes (k,4) 
* lexicographically 
Bi n Bj = B^ n B^ if i = kj ] = 
Cells with different subscripts are considered distinct 
even when empty. We also abbreviate * by (i,j) < (k, 
and (ijj) = (k, 4). If b 6B. PiBl then we some times 
' \ ^ / a 1 j 
write b . . for clarity, and define b < b- by 
a,1,3 a P ^ 
b^ < bp iff a + P and (i,j) < (k,&) where 
n B^. This is some times abbreviated by a < p. 
Finally we assume that in each cell, the elements are well 
ordered in a prescribed manner, and although we shall not 
symbolize this ordering, yet we shall assume that a list of 
elements from a given cell adheres to the prescribed order. 
25 
We shall denote the set as the 0-cell. 
If b is an element of the 0-cell then b € B' fl B. for 
a a o X 
we some i (1 < i < e) and whenever necessary for clarity 
shall write b . for b in this case. If b„ and 
a,1,0 a 
bo are two elements of M such that bg comes from 
Pg o 
the 0-cell while b_ comes from some cell (i,i), then 
pg 
if b = b , by bp, < b. we mean k < i. When 
1 1 2 
b and b are both from the 0-cell then as usual they 
ay
adhere to some internal ordering within the cell. 
Given b € M , b 6 B. for some j ( 1 < ] < e), the 
a o-'a ] ^ — J — 
singleton [b^] has a finite canonical extension 
B* = fb ,b ,...,b ] in the light of Theorem 3.1. Hence in 
a' ' a 
L*P as well as in LP we have 
q(b ) q(b ) 9(^0) \ 
a) ) where 
1 V 
1. f(x^,...,x^) is in the polynomial ring 
K[x^, . . .,x^] with 
2. b € B* n M. (k = 1,..v) 
°^ k : 
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3. The b 's are arranged in accordance with a 
prescribed ordering in each cell and in 
accordance with the ordering of the set of 
cells. 
q'(b  )  q ' (ba)  
b) b^ = ) where 
1 .  g ( x ^ , i s  i n  t h e  p o l y n o m i a l  r i n g  
P[x^j...,x^] with 
deg x^ < 
9'(l'a) 
2. b € B* n M. (k = 1, 
: 
3* The b 's are arranged as described in a(3) 
"k 
above. 
If the cell of b^ is (e,e') we shall agree that 
C°'' 
and 
1 V 
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are elements of K and ? respectively. We have 
q(Cn) . q(Cn) q(c^) 
c « . f(c " =>•) 
a ' «1 
where q(c ) is defined to be q(b ), and q'(c ) is 
•a\ a' a''  ^\ a 
defined to be q'(b^). We note that q'(b^) = 1 for any 
bp in the 0-cell. 
Let 
q(c ) 
If rfc ) > 1. we define w to be \ a a 
9'(=a) , S'(c«) q'(Ca) 
1 V 
and define r(w ) to be the same as r(c ). We note here 
^  a '  ^  a  
again that w^ would be automatically defined for all b^ 
in the 0-cell. The element w so defined is in N. We 
a 
observe that 
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r(w ) q(c^ 
"a ' - 9*(c a. ',C 
q(Ca) 
a 
t - ' ' i  -  =f- ' )  
where g* is a . polynomial whose coefficients are the 
rfc )th powers . of the coefficients of g. If b came 
^ a' ^ a 
originally froriLi the cell (e,e') then 
q(b^) = p® = q ( c^) and if w^ is defined then 
r(w ) r(w ) 
v/^  € P n N. Consequently w^  =0, 
When L/K is a finite degree extension Pickert [3] 
established th&: result that the set 
n 
° ^  ^  ^ r(«k)' > 0} 
is a linear basas for N as a vector space over P. 
We shall ruow state and prove a theorem which will give 
us a linear bas-îis for N over P in the case L/K is an 
extension of boounded exponent. 
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Theorem "$•2: Let L/K have bounded exponent and let P/K 
be arbitrary. Then 
is a linear basis of N over P. 
Proof : We shall show that every finite subset of S is 
linearly independent over P from which will follow the 
linear independence of S over P. For this purpose^ let 
A A 
S be a finite subset of S and suppose S is linearly 
dependent over P. Then for some choice of elements from 
P, not all of which are zero, we must have, with the 
s . 
s . 
] 
] A in S 
, i f 
n s. n s. 
* *  S p . ^ n c  ^  n  w  ^  =  0  
i,f 1 s, 3^ s. 
0 < fs, ^  r("s.) 
] 
0 < i 
j 
The expression ** involves only a finite number of 
elements c and only a finite number of elements w 
s . s . 
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By definition 
q'(Cg ) 9'(Cs.) %'(Cg ) 
 ^ - 9(=s. ' '-'-'Cs. ^ ) 
3 3 :i I n  
Let denote the set consisting of all the c's involved 
in the expression ** both from the c 's and from the 
w ' s. Then C is finite and c?(C ) = U is a finite 
sj o o' o 
subset of M . U has a finite canonical extension B*. 
o o 
Consequently each w and each c that appeared in ** 
Sj Sj 
is now an element of L* ® P so that the linear dependence 
actually occurred in L* ® P where L* = K(B*) is a 
finite degree extension of K which contradicts the finite 
degree result established by Pickert [3]. Therefore S is 
linearly independent over P. 
To show that S generates N over P it is enough 
to observe that every element of N is an element of some 
L* P and hence is a linear combination, with coeffi­
cients in Pj of the elements of some finite subset of S. 
Q.E.D. 
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IV. THE REDUCTION LEMMAS 
Given an element c = b S 1, c is said to corne 
a a ^ a 
from that cell to which the corresponding element 
belongs. A given w^ is said to come from those cells 
that the c's involved in its expression come from. 
When rfc ) > 1 we have defined w to be 
^ a a 
1 V 
(See page 2?)• Hence 
Consequently whenever r(c^) > 1 and c^ occurs to a 
q'(c ) 
power greater than or equal to c^ it is possible to 
reexpress thar. power to involve a w and a power of c^ 
9'(Ca) 
less than c . Hence the reduced power of c is an 
a ^ a 
element of P and a set of c are introduced with 
c a%,s 
a < for each k. This is the essence of the reduction 
leiiuuab discussed in this chapter. 
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Lemma 4.1: Every power product in a finite number of 
distinct c's, say. 
can be expressed as a polynomial in w's, where c's in 
and the w's come from cells ? (i,j). 
Proof : The proof is by induction on the cell (i,j). For 
(i,i) = (e,e') there is only one cell to consider Viz, 
(e,e') itself. Hence given the power product 
where each c comes from a cell 5 a given cell (i,i) 
•k 
f 
n k n c X. 
if f > q'(c. ) for some k then 
^k k  
where g € P. 
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Therefore 
n 
can be put in the required form. If f < q'(c ) = p^ 
for each k = 1,...,n then the original expression was 
already in the desired form. Now if r(c. ) = 1 then 
^k 
q'(c. ) = q(c^ ) and c is given by the expression 
k^ \ k^ 
f( ) (See p.27) which involves c's from cells greater 
than the cell of c. . But c. comes from (e,e'). 
^k \ 
Therefore f( ) is already in K= K2 1. 
Now assume that for a fixed cell (i,j) the proposi­
tion has been proved for all cells > (i,j). Let 
•? • • 
be a power product such that c^ is from the cell (i,j) 
and for k = l,...,n c„ comes from a cell 
®k 
> (ij j) • If fp < g'(ca) and for each k = 1, ...,n 
fg < q'(c_ ) then there is nothing to prove. Now suppose 
fp > q'(Cp) and r(Cp) >1 then we have 
L", 
where each c^ comes from a cell (i^ ) > (i,j) 
Pk Pk 
Hence 
r / 9'(Cp) 9'(Cp)l P 
L"p + 91=9, '-'-'Cp, ] =9 
is in the required form. By the induction hypothesis 
n 
can be expressed as a polynomial h(w^ ....,w^ ,C^ ,...,C^ ) 
where each C and each w comes from a cell or cells 
"i "k 
35 
> (i,j). Now if in the combined expression 
r  I  q'(cp) 9(c ) . tp 
_"p + 9(,Cp^ jj Cp X 
^ } ' • • } ^Y. ^ ) 
^1 ° 1  ^t 
Cp occurs again to a power higher than q'(Cp) this power 
is again reduced introducing c's from cells greater than 
(i,i). This consideration also holds for any c which 
k 
occurs in the combined expression to any power greater than 
q'(c^ ) and the reduction in this case can only introduce 
c's from cells greater than the cell of c and hence 
greater than the cell (i,j). Consequently either the 
combined expression above is already in the required form 
or it can be put in that form by reducing the power of any 
c greater than or equal to q'(c), a reduction which 
introduces only w's and c's from cells S the cell of 
the original c and hence g (i,j). If r(c^) = 1 then 
_g'(cp) 9(cp) g(=g) q(Cp) 
'A ~ P^. ~ >•' ''^ 9. . 
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where each Cq is from a cell greater than (i,j). The 
Pk 
reduction of a power of any c^ introduces only c's and 
Pk 
possibly w's from yet greater cells. 
Lemma 4.2: 
i -j) / 
n 
where only k Jl ^ith (kg,^^) > (i,j) occur and 
s' s" s 
coefficients from P involve only c_ , . with C 
(k,A) > 
Proof: 
• i"-') - Hi':-' i"-') 
1 V i V 
Since each c^ is from a cell (!%,]%) > (i,j) Lemma 4.1 
4 o c? +-/~\ -f 
1 V 
J ... J c 
and 
The result is the expression claimed by Lemma 4.2. In the 
special case where (i,j) = (e,e'). 
and the matter is trivial. 
Remark 4.1: The constant term of a polynomial 
F ( x ^ , =  0  i f f  t h e  v a l u e  o f  t h e  p o l y n o m i a l  l i e s  i n  
N. 
Proof : Suppose the value of the polynomial F lies in N. 
Then 
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Since 
f 
for fa >1 and this is true for all k (1 < k < n) 
we must have that cp(a) =0 where a is the constant 
term of the polynomial. But a € P^. Hence a = 0. 
Conversely let the constant term of F be zero. Since in 
the evaluation of F every non constant term involves 
some w to at least the first power and must consequently 
map on zero we have therefore that the value of F lies in 
N. 
Proposition 4.1: The Reduction Proposition. Every poly­
nomial over P^ in n w's from cells ^ (i,j) for a 
given cell (i,j) can be written as a polynomial of degree 
< r(w) in w for w's from cells 5 (i,i) in which the 
coefficients (other than those originally occurring) involve 
only with (k,4) ? (i,j). 
Proof: Apply Lemma 4.2 to every w^^ that occurs with 
> r(w^) to get 
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'T] V "Tj ^ ^ 
- /riKi'---'"nj)j ""w "1 
where for 1 < k < j w comes from a cell (i , Z 
"ith (i^, where (i^,is fcle cell of 
w . If any w now occurs to a power higher than T1 \ 
r^w^ j the reduction process is in turn applied to it and 
the w's introduced come from yet greater cells. This 
reduction process can be applied to express every power 
product in a finite number of w's in the required form. 
Hence the proposition. 
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V. THE SUBMODULES AND 
OF THE RADICAL N OF L # P 
For each positive integer i^ define to be the 
set 
and N. 
1 
to be the set 
{ s p n w " 
0<i <r(w ) ^ a " 
— a ^ a 
a 
It is obvious that and as defined, are P-sub-
modules of the radical N, and moreover, N. is a sub-
' 1 
module of N^. It is a consequence of Theorem 5-2 that 
when i = 1 we have = N. We know therefore that 
for a specific i or for some sequence of i's the 
equality may hold. We are interested, above all, 
in investigating the possibility for the extreme case when 
for all i, and in proving some composite theorems 
which follow when this case occurs. In the finite degree 
xixvesuiga-cions ricKert [j)j defined, for each positive 
integer i, m^ to be the dimension : LP]. He 
kl 
also introduced the function ç(i;r(w^),...,r(w^)) which 
is defined to be the number of integral solutions of 
n 
= i 
1 ^ 
where 0 < < r(w^) (k = l,...,n). Two of his funda­
mental results for the finite degree case are the following 
a) If and for some i, then 
m^ = ç(i,r(w^)j...r(w^)). 
b) If those q'(b)'s for which q'(b) < q(b) are 
all equal then for all i and each 
is a polynomial in the r(w^)th powers of its 
indeterminates where ,w^_^), 
(k = 2,...,n) is given as 
Let W denote the set consisting of all the w's. 
Then in the bounded exponent case W may or may not be 
finite, so that the function cp( i, r(w^), . . ., r(w^) ) may no 
longer be a well defined function. Besides, 
m^ = : LP] may no longer be a finite number for the 
given i. Nevertheless we do have the bounded exponent 
analogues of the two important results stated above. 
Whether is finite or not we shall still adopt the 
notation m^ = : LP]. 
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Theorem 5.1. If ~ '1 some i, then 
forms a linear basis for N /n^ over P where 
' c 
is defined to be the set of cosets 
1 
{nw k + af+i i  0  <  i  <  r (w  ) ,  E = i } .  
Pk Pk 
k 
Proof : Assume linear dependence over P^ of W^. Then we 
must have for some 
n  w  ^  
"k 
with Si = i 
^k 
1 1 
n  w  ^  €  S  p  n  w  S i  =  i ,  
1 °k " ''i 
Hence for some elements * in P 
c 
1 
n w  ^  -  Z  *  n  w  ^ 6  -  N .  
"k 1+1 
which is a contradiction. Therefore is linearly 
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independent over . 
Now if n € we have 
n € Z Pif w % 
0<is <r(wg ) Pk 
Pk Pk 
where Z i_ > i^ by definition of N. and if 
Pk ^ 
n t = N.,, we must have therefore Z i. = i. Hence 
1+1 Pk 
n € s P n Wg ^ c p 
where S i_ = i or 
Pk 
ig 
n + e E P n w ^ 
C PT 
where Si = i as required. If n € the case is 
Pk 
trivial. Therefore we have also established that 
stjans ovpr P 
c 
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Theorem 5-2: if and only if W forms a linear 
basis for N/N^ over P where W is the set of cosets 
c 
{w_ + : w_. G W] 
a a 
Proof: Sufficiency. Follows immediately from Theorem ^.1. 
o 
Necessity. Let n € N . Then 
n = Z) v.w + n_, n^ E N_. Hence n - 0 = Ti y .w + 0 .  X 2 2 2 'x 
Consequently S = 0. But W is Ixnearly independent 
over P^. Therefore = 0 for each i and we have 
S Vj^w^ = 0. Hence n = n^ E Ng. 
Theorem If those q'(b^) for which q'(b^) < q(b^) 
are all equal then every F (x ,...,x ) is a polynomial 
1 n 
in the rfw )th power of each indeterminate and = N. 
^ a X 
for all i. 
Proof : We recall that w was formed in some L* P with 
a K 
being a finite canonical extension of the singleton {b^} 
•for "h in ROTnp> nell /'i .-i ^ . All -t-ho con r i i ons of 
a ' ' ' ' 
the finite degree case apply in L* ® P and we have K 
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•(w^) 
W Q, 
and also is a polynomial in the r(w^)th power of 
each indeterminate. 
Now let Ng^ denote the radical of L* P. Then we 
must have for all i. Clearly 
N = L)[Ng^ 1 B* is a finite canonical extension of some 
finite U c and = UNu., N. = UN„„.. Hence 
O — O B* 1 B*1 
for all i as asserted. Q.E.D. 
Remark 5.1: Whenever i 9^ i Bfl B and 1 ] 
q'(b ) ^  q'(b„) for any b , b^ such that b € B! and 
-a \ / -a \ a P a 1 
bp 6 Bj. Therefore given the hypothesis of Theorem 5.3 we 
have that all b's for which g'(b) < q(b) come from the 
same Bj. Hence for all b € - Bj, q'(b) = q(b). 
Theorem 5.4: Suppose those q'(b)'s for which 
q'(b) < q(b) are all equal 
(a) if IW| < iB^l 
(b) If then 1w| < | B^ 1 for 
some j ( 1 < j < e ' ) • 
^6 
Proof : (a) Suppose ^ M^. Let b Ç B^. Then 
q'(b) = 1 < q(b). But by hypothesis we must 
have all the q'(b) equal for which 
q'(b) < q(b). Since no element b € is 
such that q'(b) = 1 we must have 
q'(b) = q(b) Y b € Hence IW| < IB^I. 
(b) Let M' = M . If b € M' is such that 
^ o o o 
q'(b) < q(b) then b E for one particular 
b: as explained. However if d € Bfl B, it ] ] ^ 
is not necessarily the case that q'(d) < q(d). 
Consequently 1 Wl _< 1 B^ ! as asserted. 
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VI. FURTHER APPLICATIONS 
In this chapter we shall study a special case of the 
composite LP/P which occurs when the field P is an 
intermediate field of L i.e. when we have the situation 
L 3 p D K. Of course when this happens P also becomes a 
purely inseparable extension of K, and consequently we 
could interchange the roles of L and P in our discus­
sions. When we do this then we are studying PL/L = LP/L 
since PL = LP. Let denote a minimal generating set 
for P/K. Then since L ^  p the corresponding minimal 
generating set for PL/L = L/L is the empty set 0. 
Consequently B' = M - M' = M . Since 
^ o o o o 
q'(b) =1 V b € Bg and q(b) > 1 we have the case of 
Theorem 5*3 &nd for all i, where N is the 
radical of P <8> L. By the natural isomorphism i\ 
P L ^  L P and the uniqueness of the radicals N and 
N we have also in L = N. for all i. 
Theorem 6.1: If L 3 P 3 K then = Imp^ P < Imp^ L. 
1 
Proof : Consider P ® L|L. Then = N. for all i 
M' =0. and r(c ) > 1 for all c . Hence 
m — I NT / Xr~ • "D 1 
••"1 L'"' •" " "CJ 
M/AF- D _ 1 TATI — I W 
= M 
o 
= Imp^ P 
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where we have used the fact that the w's are distinct by 
Theorem 3-2. 
Now consider L (8^ P/P. We also have for all 
i. Hence 
[n/N^ : 
-1 1 
= wl = w < M 
1 o 
= Imp^ L 
and since 
[n/N^ : P^] = [N/N^ : P^j 
we are done. 
When I W| <00 then the function cp(i, r (w^^), . . ., r (w^) ) 
is well defined irrespective of the degree of the extension. 
Hence we have 
Theorem 6.2: If for all i and |W| < œ then 
m^ = cp(i,r(w^), . ..,r(w^)). 
Proof: Since | W| < oo there exists a finite set U_ c M_ 
o — o 
which expresses W and by Theorem ^.1 has a finite 
canonical extension B*. Let denote the radical of 
L* P. Then W c M c N. Claim . for all i. K — B* — B* B*i 
I B* is a finite canonical extension of 
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some finite U cM 1 = N. = UN5„. 
o — oj 1 B*i 
Now let n € then n Ç N-_. for some B* B* 1 
^ki 
B* = n € E P*w, .. .w, , Z) f, > i. 
c  k t  k ^ -
But n f therefore n 6 and hence 
h  ^ 
n € s P*w. . .w. ^ . 
c Di 
If these two expressions for n are distinct we violate 
the fact that n has a unique representation in N itself. 
4. 4. 
3i ]. 
n Ç. Jj p-*w . ^. .w. ^ , T/ JL. >i 
c Di ]r ]r -
which puts n in Consequently we have 
"^i = [^B*/^B*^ • L*P] = cp(i,r(w^), .. .,r(w^) ) 
By Theorem 5«1 we have mf = m^. Q.E.D, 
Theorem 6.3: If L ^  P P K, | W| <00, and then 
P/K is a finite degree extension. 
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Proof: Since W is a linear basis of n/n^ over 
LP. Hence by Theorem 6.1 
iMi = : Pcj = lw| < 1 w! < co 
where M is a minimal generating set of P/K. Q.E.D. 
Remark 6.1: Suppose L 2 ^ 2 I W| < oo, . Let 
B(i),B(2),...,B(r) and ^'®(r') be compatible 
canonical generating systems for L/K and LP/P. 
Then the set of exponents of L/K (in increasing order) 
is {e^^j,e^2^,...,e^^^] and the set of exponents of LP/P 
(in increasing order) is î®(i)^®(2)^''''^(r')^' We would 
like to know something about the set of exponents of P/K. 
We know from Theorem 6.3 that P/K is a finite degree 
extension. Hence there exists a finite set 
B C 3 P Ç K(B). From each set B^^^ (k = 1,...,r) 
pick an element b^^^, and from each set 
B(k) = lj...,r') pick an element b^^^. Let 
Then is a finite subset of and hence has a finite 
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canonical extension B*. By Pickert's Satz 23 the elements 
of B* can be labelled bT,...,b such that for some 1 m 
m' < m, [b^jbg, and {b^, ...,b^,} are canonical 
generating systems for L*/K and L*P/P in the sense 
described for finite degree extensions. Hence let 
(decreasing order) denote the set of expo­
nents of L*/K and [Ep...,E^,} (decreasing order) 
denote the set of exponents of L*P/P. We know therefore 
that 
Pickert showed in Satz 26 that the exponents of P/K are 
E E and the non zero ones among 
m +1 m 
^m' " 
We observe that the set of exponents {E^,is 
the same (except for order) as the set of exponents 
{e^^^,...,e^^^} and each represents the set of exponents 
of L/K and of L*/K. But while the inequalities 
®(r) ^  ^ (r-1) > ••• > 2(1) are strict, 
E^ > Eg > ••• > E^ are not strict inequalities. The same 
consideration holds for [E^,...,E^,} and 
{e^^,^,...,e^^^] in regard to LP/P and L*P/P. We 
therefore have (for maximal integers k^  and k|). 
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V+1 \ -®(r-2) 
:2m'=2k 
(s+1) =G(r-s) 
^'~®(r') 
%{+! ^^-^(r'-l) 
^k'j+l ^m'~®(l) 
\^+l 5m-G(i) 
So given L 2 P 2 I W| < °°, and we know 
therefore that there exists an integer s such that 
exponents of P/K are contained in the set 
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U 
-
Si - Gk ^ 0 
i = r-s,...,r. 
k  =  1 ,  . .  .  , r '  
where ' ' ' ' ' l) (rl) ^ ^re the 
sets of exponents of L/K and LT/p respectively. 
In the next theorem we shall extend Pickert's Satz 29 
to the bounded exponent case. Satz 29 may be stated as 
follows: If the linear portion of F\(z^,...,z^_^) is 
expressed in the form S u^^(c)z^, with •= 0 for i < k 
then the rank of the matrix 
is n - m^ where n = |w|. 
The device used in Pickert's proof was to observe 
first that F\(z^,...,z^_^) = c + 2u^^(c)z^ + (non linear 
terms), where C is the constant term. Since 
Fi(Wi,...,Wi_i) € N we must have C = 0 by Remark 4.1. 
On the other hand each of the non linear terms is congruent 
to zero mod N^. Therefore for each i, the linear part 
 ^  ^  ^ 1 -«-2 _ 1 _ , • , 1 . _ 
z_/ - V luoa w , UJL wiiac uiic aaiiic 
2 uik(b)w^ =0. We know that W generates N/N^ over LP, 
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therefore the basis of N/N^ over LP is a subset of W. 
Let S be a set of linearly independent linear dependences 
of the form S v^(b)w\ = 0, v^(b) € LP. Then since 
1 Wl < 00 we must have ISI < oo. Hence let 1S1 = I then 
n - = the maximum number of linearly independent w's. 
Consequently n - 4 = m^. Pickert showed that the set S 
described above is spanned by the equations 
Z uik(b)w^ =0 (i = 2,...,n) in which case the rank of 
the matrix (uik(b)) = 4 = n - m^. 
In passing from the finite degree case to the bounded 
exponent case we shall only require that 1 W| be finite 
inorder to show that Satz 29 still holds. So we state 
Theorem 6.4: Let L/K have bounded exponent, P/K be 
arbitrary, and 1 W| = n < co, then if Z) uik(c)z^ 
represents the linear part of where 
uik = 0 for k _< i then the matrix 
(uiMb)) r 
^ ^k = 2,...,n 
has rank n - m^. 
Proof : Consider one element of the set S mentioned above. 
This element is of the form Z v^(b)w^ = 0. Pickert showed 
in his proof that we must therefore have 
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S v^(c)w^ = H( w ^ , . . . w h e r e  H( z ^ , i s  a  
polynomial with zero constant term and with no linear term. 
Let U consist of all the elements of M resulting from 
o o 
wj^j...,w^ and the coefficients v^(c) occuring in 
Sv.(c)w.. Then U is a finite subset of M a .id there­in ' 1 o o 
fore has a finite canonical extension B*. Consequently in 
L* P we have Z!v.(c)w. = H(W,,..,,W ). If n Ç N_ _ K ' 1 \ 1 n' B* 
where denotes the radical of L* P we shall denote 
2 = 
the residue class of n mod by n while the residue 
class of n mod is denoted as usual by n. Now we have 
S v^(b)w^ = 0 and this expression is a linear combination 
of the equations S uik(b)w.j^ = 0. Hence the rank of the 
matrix (uik(b)) is precisely the number of linearly 
2 dependent w's mod = n - m* = n - m^. Q.E.D. 
Let L 3 P 3 K where P/K is simple and L/K is 
finite degree of multiplicity m. Pickert [3] showed in 
Satz 50 that if L/K has exponents and LP/P 
has exponents E^,then we have the following 
system of inequalities > • • • > E^_^^ > E^. 
First we make the following observations regarding 
Satz 50 : 
1)  m - 1 < m' < m, hence E' . is well defined. To 
— — m— 1 
see this, suppose m' < m - 1. Assume m' = m - 2. Then 
L = P(b^,...,]b^_2) for some elements € L. 
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since P is simple over K there exists a € P such that 
P = K(a). Consequently L = K(ajb^,which shows 
that L is generated over K by m - 1 elements con­
tradicting the multiplicity of L. 
2) E' need not exist but if it does then E > E' 
'' m m — m 
in which case we can extend the inequalities given in Satz 
30. That E > E' whenever the latter exists is guaran-
m — m 
teed by the Composite Generation Theorem. 
Let . . ., and Bj^, . . ., , be compatible canoni­
cal generating systems for L/K and LP/P, and let 
e^^...,e^ denote the exponents of L/K while e^,...,e^, 
denote the exponents of LP/P. We know 
e^ < eg < • • • < e^, ^ Consider the non­
empty cells (ijj) (1 < i < r, 1 < j < r') associated 
with the compatible generating systems above. If 
b € (i,i) we set E(b) = e^ and E'(b) = e^ and call 
these the i,j-cell exponents of b. Then a natural 
extension of Satz ^0 to the bounded exponent case is the 
following ; 
Theorem 6.5: Suppose L  2 ^ 2 ^ and P/K is a simple 
extension. Then tiie cell exponents satisfy 
E(b^) < E'(bp) < E(bp) whenever b^ is in a cell (i,i), 
 ^  ^ / «1 . A \ _..-1 /• » \ ^ f A \ Uq J-11 a cexx aiAU 
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Proof : E'(bp) < E(b^) is already known. From each non 
empty cell (u,v) pick an element If P = K(a) 
then we can find a finite number of elements 
..,d^ € 9 P c K (d^, ,M. 
r 
= U 
1 
Bi). 
Hence let U consist of all the b 's so chosen together 
o uv ^ 
with the elements d^,...,d^. Then has a finite 
canonical extension B*. Arrange the elements of B* in 
the canonical way appropriate for finite minimal generating 
sets (See Satz 25) and denote the new set 
A 
B* = {a^, ' ' •, 3.^} . 
Denote 
B *  =  { a ^ , a ^ } .  
If we denote the exponents of L*/K = K(B+) by 
E^jEg,...,E^ and the exponents of L*P/P = P(B*') by 
E^j ...,E^, then in the light of Satz we have for the 
case m' = m - i, En > > ••• > E' , > E 
' i — 1 — — Hi—1 — m 
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and for the case m' = ra 
E ,  >  E ' > • • • >  E  >  E ' .  1 — 1 — — m — m 
We shall agree to write a^ 2 > E^ and a^ > a 
if E^ > E^ (1 < i < m,1 < k < m'). Then we have 
> ai > ag > a • > • • • > > a^ 
or 
ai > ai > ag > a • > • • • > > a_;. 
The cell (i,i) contributed at least one of the elements 
a^ (i = 1,and the cell (k,4) contributed at 
least one of those elements also. We assume w.&.o.g. 
that these elements are b^ and b^ and suppose these 
occur in B* as a^ and a^ respectively. Then all we 
need to show is a' > a . If t < s then we are done. t — s — 
If t > s then we have 
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Recalling the definition of cell-inequality given on page 
24 we have (i,i) < (k,4) if and only if 
i) i < k or 
ii) i = k but j < Ji. 
If i) holds then we must have < e^ = E^. Therefore 
a < a^ and a > a' > *•• > a, is a contradiction, 
s t s — s — — t 
Consequently we must have ii) and hence e^ = e^ and 
e'. < e' or a = a^  and a ' < a ' which is again a j i s t St 
contradiction. Therefore t ^  s and 
a ,  >  a ' > • • • >  a  >  a '  i m p l i e s  E ' ( b _ )  >  E ( b  )  a s  
t— t— — s — s ^ p — \ a 
asserted. Q.E.D. 
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